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Our educational field was also affected 
by COVID, like all other fields. It didn't 
remain untouched, several drastic 
changes took place in it. 
whole curriculum as well as 
examination pattern was changed, 
Syllabus for the examination was 
reduced. A lot of changes in the personal 
behaviour of students were observed. 
Their concentration was diverted 
towards other less important things and 
regular study was neglected by them. 
Their closeness to electronic gadget 
increased. A particular kind of 
aggression towards others was also seen 
in them. Their study negligence was also  
noticed. Their writing habit also came to 
an end. Indiscipline became a common 
thing in them. All these problems 
emerged before us for the first time. 
After school has begun, it was challenge  
to bring the students on the right path. 
We all are committed to do everything 
possible in favour of our students. We 
accepted this challenge and started to 
work. 
We began guiding them frequently 
considering their problems. We 
undertook their personal counselling. 
We increased teaching duration to 
impart them maximum knowledge. We 
gave stress on the development of their  
 

writing skill. We introduced regular 
weekly tests and began evaluation of  
their academic performance sincerely. 
We also found out other possible 
reasons for not getting good results. 

We knew, we wouldn't get better 
progress of our students overnight. In 
Spite of doing hard work that too on 
regular basis, with lot of hopes, was 
our priority. We are happy to 
announce that we have been 
successful in getting our 
expectation fulfilled with good 
margin. Now the situation had 
changed a lot. seeing the noteworthy 
change , now we are hoping for best 
results. We are sure that our goal will 
be achieved soon. We also know very 
well that we have to travel a very 
long distance. Staying at one place, is 
not what we are supposed to do. We 
strongly believe in constantly 
moving ahead. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mrs. Kavita Heda (Directress) 
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On 8 July 2022, Mr. Pravin Naskari has 
been appointed as the new Principal of 
Happy Faces-The concept school. He 
was born in Amaravati and completed 
his high school education from J.D. 
Chaware Vidya Mandir in Karanja 
(Lad). He has completed his graduation 
from S.S.K.R. Innani Mahavidyalaya in 
Karanja (Lad) and Post graduation from 
Vidya Bharati Mahavidyalaya in 
Amaravati with excellent performance. 
After completing M. Sc. (Chemistry) he 
completed B. Ed. and then he moved to 
Alagappa University in Tamilnadu to 
complete Master of Philosophy. He has 
also published a research paper on 
'Proximate Analysis and Investigation 
in genuine medicinal properties of 
Caesalpinia bonducella. 
Since last 17 years he been working as a 
Teacher/Lecturer at various educational 
institutions. He has got tremendous 
experience of academic work, 
competitive exams as well as school 
administration. 
Honourable Director Mr. Dilip Heda Sir 
and Directress Mrs. Kavita Heda 
Madam congratulated him and 
expressed happiness on his 
appointment. 
 
- Sanjay Rodge ( Editor) 
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India is a democratic country with 
largest democracy in the world and 
as an important characteristic regular 
elections are held in the country. To 
understand the complete election 
process and to have the experience of 
casting votes to the students election 
is conducted at the school for the post 
of "School head boy" and "School 
head girl" 
This year also, on 23rd June 22, 
election was conducted. The 
announcement of the election was 
done on 18 June. On the next day, 
five boys and six girls submitted their 
nominations. on 21 June 
students were given an opportunity 
for canvassing and interaction with 
students voters. In presence of all 
voter students, standing 
candidates explained why they were 
the best candidates and what changes 
they would make after they had won 
the election. All candidates also 
appealed to the students to offer their 
support and help them to win in the 
election. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On the election day,around 600 
students from standard 8 to 10 
participated in the election process. 
The election took place during first 
two periods on the same day 
counting of votes was done and then 
result was declared. Aashta Baj from 
Grade 10D and Rahul Deole from 
Grade 10D became the School Head 
Girl and Head Boy. Directress Kavita 
Heda Madam congratulated and 
felicitated newly elected school Head 
Boy and Head Girl. 
Sanjay Rodge Sir was the incharge of 
the Election. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By Aarti Bhusare 10C  
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Giving response to the call of 
Respected Prime minister, Mr. 
Narendraji Modi, students of Happy 
Faces. The concept school, 
participated in 'Har Ghar Zanda 
Abhiyan'.On this occassion all 
citisen of India were expected to hoist 
the National Flag from 13 August. It 
was an act to pay respect to the 
nation by ordinary citizen. 
On 12 August National flags were 
distributed among all students and 
teachers. Then rules to unfurl the flag 
were explained to every one 
concerend with the school. 
Information about the precaution to 
be taken while hoisting the flag was 
also provided. 
From the next day, following the 
rules, all students and teachers 
hoisted the flag on the top of their 
houses. And on the third day, at 
evening , National flags were 
lowered. These three days were 
completely filled with the feelings of 
Nationalism. All students and 
teachers took the experience of it. 
 

As a part of this Abhiyan, a school 
rally was organised. 
Kids Planet School and passed 
through nearby society. Mr. Kavita 
Heda, Directress, was present on this 
occasion. The rally ended at kids 
planet school. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Vaishnavi Zate - Class 10 C 
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We all are aware about the 

importance of trees in our lives, 

Inspite of we are turning blind eye 

to the vegetation. We are 

responsible for cutting and felling of 

trees. We are neglecting the fact that 

trees are the important sources of 

food, shelter, oxygen and medicine. 

Our school had organised Plantation 

Day programme on 9th July 2022. 

The programme started with 

speeches, songs and narration of 

poetry related with trees. 

Blue house presented a short drama 

on the present situation of the Earth 

and also explained what would be 

the situation of the earth in future if 

deforestation continues.The drama 

presented by yellow house touched 

the heart of all students.  

It was related with the problems that 

all people were facing. 

 
 

Green house and Red house gave 

the strong message about spending 

little time with trees and taking care 

of it. 

Then our Honourable Directress 

Mrs.Kavita Heda Mam planted 

saplings in the school premises. It 

was really a memorable day. 

 

 

 

Kashish Bais - Class 8th A 
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In Indian culture, 'Yoga' has received 
tremendous importance. 'Yoga' is the 
gift given by ancient sages to the 
Human kind. 'Yoga' is an important 
tool to make human life free from all 
kinds of ailment. It is also a way to 
reach the salvation.Every year 
International yoga day is celebrated 
on 21 June. In our school also eighth 
International yoga Day was 
celebrated. The theme of this day was 
'Yoga for Humanity' and 
important yoga specialist present on 
this occasion were Deepa Wankhede, 
Dr.. Bhagwatrao Wankhede and 
Bhavika Wankhede  
The Programme began by ignited 
traditional lamp before the image of 
Goddess saraswati. Then guests were 
welcomed by presenting flower  
bouquets to them, later some 
students from grade 7 performed 
various 'Aasanas' and 'Yoga Nritya' 
.They also explained to the students 
the importance of yoga day. 
 

Yoga specialists also taught some 
important 'Yogasanas' to the 
students. AS they taught it, they also 
explained how our every activity 
becomes skillful and how we can 
achieve positive physical as well as 
mental health on 
this occasion Shaurya Wankhede 
from Grade 5 showed demonstration 
of various difficult 'Aasanas' 
Yoga day celebration ended with 
singing of National Anthem 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Bhavika Wankhede - Grade 10 C 
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To unleash the creativity of students 

every year book writing competition 

is organised at our school. Generally 

students of grade VII and VIII are 

given an opportunity to participate 

in it. Participants are expected to 

write the book in English and word 

limit for them is 5000 words. 

Participants are supposed to not to 

copy the work of other writers and 

while evaluating the book, the 

various criterion like subjects, 

diction, narration skill are 

considered. 

This year seven students 

participated in this competition. All 

students wrote books on different 

subjects, following the rules of the 

competition. 

Naitik Zingrale from 7C who wrote 

a book on “ Expioring nature around 

us “ received first prize. Mayank 

Rathi from 7D who wrote on  “ 

Maharana Pratap “ received second 

prize. Sriraj Thakare from 7C 

receivd third price. He wrote the 

book on “ Practical English Usage “ 
 

Directress Mr. Kavita Heda Madam 

felicitated all the winners in the 

competitions and offered them 

books as a gift. Mr Sanjay Rodge 

Sir was the in charge of this 

competition. 
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Our school regularly conducts 
various cultural activities. To have an 
idea about election process and 
politics, there is also election. During 
election period, students become 
aware with election campaign and 
other election related activities. 
Our election incharge Mr. Sanjay 

Rodge Sir and remaining staff guided 

us regarding election. All students 

worked hard to make election 

successful. Rahul Deole and Aasha 

Baj were elected as School Head Boy 

and School Head Girl. 

For taking oath, Investiture ceremony 

was organised. In this ceremony 

elected candidates took oath to work 

sincerely in favour of school and to be 

loyal with school culture. In this 

programme all House Parade was 

organised. Teachers expressed their 

views. 

Honourable Directress Mr. Kavitaji 
Heda and Respected Guests Mr. 
Vivek Somani and Mr. Nilesh Somani 
motivated students with their 
beautiful speeches. 
It was a memorable programme and 
students had very nice experience . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aastha Baj - Grade X D 
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Grade VI and VII students showed 

their potent talent by displaying the 

bulletin boards. They prepared 

informative charts , made best 

models regarding their subjects and 

embellished spaces provided to 

them. Every year a bulletin board 

display competition is organised at 

School to make other students 

understand the topics nicely with the 

help of various teaching aids. It is a 

fun filled activity where students are 

expected to make their creation 

more attractive and meaningful. 

Students are given different topics 

in advance. It is also a team work 

which inculcate importance of the 

working together and 

bringing success. Students have to 

perform their activities based on 

their respected house. 
 

Red house received first rank in the 

competition. They exhibited their 

knowledge on the solar system. 

while yellow house received second 

rank. Their subject was conservation 

of wildlife. Third rank went to blue 

house. Their subject was unity in 

diversity. 

Dipti Kapse 

Grade 10 C 
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On 14 August 1947, Partition of 

India took place and India and 

Pakistan came into existence. The 

partition is a big tragedy in the 

history of India. During partition lot 

of people were displaced, thousand 

of people lost their lives and many 

women were abducted and raped. 

An unprecedented violence and 

hatred was seen everywhere. To 

remember the freedom struggle of 

India, and pay homage to the people 

who sacrificed their lives during 

partition, Respected Prime Minister 

Mr. Narendraji Modi made an 

announcement that 14 August will 

be remembered as the 'Partition 

Memory Day', (Vibhajan Vibhishika 

Commemoration Day).Accordingly, 

on this occasion Washim District 

Administration had organised 

photographic exhibition based on 

the 

memories of partition. The 

exhibition was held in School 

auditorium on 14 August 2022, Mrs. 

Vasumana Pant, CEO, Zilla 

Parishad Washim inaugurated the 

exhibition. The exhibition was open 

to students for two days. Directress 

Mrs. Kavita Heda and all teachers 

were present at this moment. 
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Menstrual Hygiene awareness 

program was organised at the school 

for grade 5 to 10 girl students by 

Indian Medical Association, 

Washim. This program was attended 

by more than 500 girls in the school 

 

The aim of the program  was to give 

scientific information regarding the 

menstruation cycle and the hygiene 

to be maintained during the period. 

Poor menstrual health can pose 

serious health risk, like 

reproductive and urinary tract 

infection which can result in future 

infertility and birth complications. 

This program took place in school 

auditorium. All ladies teachers were 

present in this program. 

 
 

 

 

 

 


